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Futile Diplomacy - A History of Arab-Israeli Negotiations, 1913-56 Neil Caplan
2021-03-04 These four volumes provide a careful and balanced behind-thescenes account of the intricate diplomatic activity of the period between 1913
and 1956. Exploiting a range of available archive sources as well as extensive
secondary sources, they provide an authoritative analysis of the positions and
strategies which the principal parties and the would-be mediators adopted in the
elusive search for a stable peace. The text of each volume comprises both
analytical-historical chapters and a selection of primary documents from
archival sources, providing an essential reference source for the student of the
Arab-Israeli conflict and its long history.
Islam under the Palestine Mandate Nicholas E. Roberts 2016-11-30 Concerns
about the place of Islam in Palestinian politics are familiar to those studying
the history of the modern Middle East. A significant but often misunderstood
part of this history is the rise of Islamic opposition to the British in Mandate
Palestine during the 1920s and 1930s. Across the empire, imperial officials
wrestled with the question of how to rule over a Muslim-majority countries
and came to see traditional Islamic institutions as essential for maintaining
order. Islam under the Palestine Mandate tells the story of the search for a
viable Islamic institution in Palestine and the subsequent invention of the Supreme
Muslim Council. As a body with political recognition, institutional autonomy
and financial power, the council was designed to be a counterweight to the
growing popularity of nationalism among Palestinians. However, rather than
extinguishing the revolutionary capacity of the colonized, it would become a
significant opponent of British rule under its highly controversial president, the

Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Husayni. Making extensive use of primary
sources from British and Israeli archives, this book offers an innovative account
of the Supreme Muslim Council's place within a colonial project that aimed to
control Palestinian religion and politics. Roberts argues against the standard
view that the council's creation was an act of appeasement towards Muslim
opinion, showing how British actions were guided by techniques of imperial
administration used elsewhere in the empire.
On Saudi Arabia Karen Elliott House 2013 A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
from The Wall Street Journal draws on three decades of firsthand experience to
profile the Saudi Arabia of today, offering insight into its leaders, citizens,
cultural complexities and international prospects.
The Palestinian People Baruch Kimmerling 2009-07-01 In a timely reminder of how
the past informs the present, Baruch Kimmerling and Joel Migdal offer an
authoritative account of the history of the Palestinian people from their modern
origins to the Oslo peace process and beyond. Palestinians struggled to create
themselves as a people from the first revolt of the Arabs in Palestine in 1834
through the British Mandate to the impact of Zionism and the founding of Israel.
Their relationship with the Jewish people and the State of Israel has been
fundamental in shaping that identity, and today Palestinians find themselves
again at a critical juncture. In the 1990s cornerstones for peace were laid for
eventual Palestinian-Israeli coexistence, including mutual acceptance, the
renunciation of violence as a permanent strategy, and the establishment for the
first time of Palestinian self-government. But the dawn of the twenty-first
century saw a reversion to unmitigated hatred and mutual demonization. By
mid-2002 the brutal violence of the Intifada had crippled Palestine's fledgling
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political institutions and threatened the fragile social cohesion painstakingly
constructed after 1967. Kimmerling and Migdal unravel what went right--and
what went wrong--in the Oslo peace process, and what lessons we can draw
about the forces that help to shape a people. The authors present a balanced,
insightful, and sobering look at the realities of creating peace in the Middle East.
The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land Robert G. Hoyland
2018-09-06 The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land covers the
3,000 years which saw the rise of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—and relates
the familiar stories of the sacred texts with the fruits of modern scholarship.
Beginning with the origins of the people who became the Israel of the Bible, it
follows the course of the ensuing millennia down to the time when the Ottoman
Empire succumbed to British and French rule at the end of the First World War.
Parts of the story, especially as known from the Bible, will be widely familiar.
Less familiar are the ways in which modern research, both from archaeology and
from other ancient sources, sometimes modify this story historically. Better
understanding, however, enables us to appreciate crucial chapters in the story
of the Holy Land, such as how and why Judaism developed in the way that it did
from the earlier sovereign states of Israel and Judah and the historical
circumstances in which Christianity emerged from its Jewish cradle. Later parts of
the story are vital not only for the history of Islam and its relationships with
the two older religions, but also for the development of pilgrimage and religious
tourism, as well as the notions of sacred space and of holy books with which
we are still familiar today. From the time of Napoleon on, European powers came
increasingly to develop both cultural and political interest in the region,
culminating in the British and French conquests which carved out the modern
states of the Middle East. Sensitive to the concerns of those for whom the
sacred books of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are of paramount religious
authority, the authors all try sympathetically to show how historical
information from other sources, as well as scholarly study of the texts
themselves, enriches our understanding of the history of the region and its
prominent position in the world's cultural and intellectual history.
Whose Promised Land Colin Chapman 2015-07-17 The conflict between Israel
and the Palestinians has profoundly affected the Middle East for almost seventy
years, and shows no sign of ending. With two peoples claiming the same piece of
land for different reasons, it remains a huge political and humanitarian problem.
Can it ever be resolved? If so, how? These are the basic questions addressed in a
new and substantially revised fifth edition of this highly acclaimed book. Having
lived and worked in the Middle East at various times since 1968, Colin Chapman
explains the roots of the problem and outlines the arguments of the main parties
involved. He also explores the theme of land in the Old and New Testaments,

discussing legitimate and illegitimate ways of using the Bible in relation to the
conflict. This new and fully updated edition covers developments since 9/11,
including the building of the security wall, the increased importance of Hamas and
the Islamic dimension of the conflict, and the attacks on Lebanon and Gaza.
Christian Zionism and the Restoration of Israel Colin Chapman 2021-03-31 How
should Christians today understand the many promises and prophecies in the Old
Testament about the future of Israel and its land? Are Christian Zionists
justified in believing that these have been fulfilled in the return of Jews to their
land since the 1880s and the creation of the State of Israel in 1948? This book
discusses all the key texts about the restoration of Israel that are quoted in
these debates, questioning the Christian Zionist interpretation and offering an
alternative. This is followed by a detailed study of two important Old
Testament texts dealing with the future of Israel, Ezekiel 33–47 and Zechariah
9–13, understanding them in their original context and exploring how they are
interpreted in the New Testament. This is no theoretical, ivory-tower debate. We
are dealing here with the most bitter and protracted conflict of the last 150
years; and the way we interpret the Bible has profound political consequences.
An Illustrated Guide to the Holy Land for Tour Groups, Students, and Pilgrims
Lamontte M. Luker 2013-11-19 As the geographic heart and soul of Judaism,
Islam, and Christianity, the Holy Land has immense significance for the millions of
visitors each year. But since the fifth century BC, enthusiastic and curious
people have needed a guide as they travel to see the sites for themselves. This
book is different because it not only gives the historical, archaeological
descriptions wedded to the biblical text, but it is an appropriate resource for
spiritual formation and cross-cultural dialog. Packed with the latest
information, this book locates and introduces the reader to popular and lessfamiliar sites such as Bethlehem, Shepherds’ Field, Church of the Nativity, Roman
Catholic Church of St. Catherine, the Herodium, Mount of Olives, Old City of
Jerusalem, Wadi Kelt, Mt. Sinai, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the site of Church
of St. Mary of the Latins, Temple Mount, El-Aksa Mosque, Dome of the Rock,
Hezekiah's Tunnel, the traditional place of the Last Supper, Siloam Pool, the
traditional tomb of King David, the house of Caiphas the High Priest, Shrine of
the Book, Herod's Antonio Fortress, Golgotha, Bethany, Tomb of Lazarus,
Bethphage, Pater Noster Church, Gethsemane, and many others. Each entry
explains the history and topography of the site as well as its function and
significance as it is linked to the relevant biblical passages. This book will not
only inform you but help you better understand your faith. Journey to the Holy
Land with indispensable archaeological information linked to the biblical story.
The Israel-Palestine Conflict Neil Caplan 2019-09-11 One of the "10 MustRead Histories of the Palestine-Israel Conflict" —Ian Black, Literary Hub, on
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the 100th anniversary of the Balfour Declaration The new edition of the
acclaimed text that explores the issues continuing to define the IsraeliPalestinian conflict Numerous instances of competing, sometimes incompatible
narratives of controversial events are found throughout history. Perhaps the
starkest example of such contradictory representations is the decades-long
conflict between Israel and Palestine. For over 140 years, Israelis, Palestinians,
and scores of peacemakers have failed to establish a sustainable, mutuallyacceptable solution. The Israel-Palestine Conflict introduces the historical
basis of the dispute and explores both the tangible issues and intangible factors
that have blocked a peaceful resolution. Author Neil Caplan helps readers
understand the complexities and contradictions of the conflict and why the
histories of Palestine and Israel are so fiercely contested. Now in its second
edition, this book has been thoroughly updated to reflect the events that have
transpired since its original publication. Fresh insights consider the impact of
current global and regional instability and violence on the prospects of peace
and reconciliation. New discussions address recent debates over two-state
versus one-state solutions, growing polarization in public discourse outside of
the Middle East, the role of public intellectuals, and the growing trend of
merging scholarship with advocacy. Part of the Wiley-Blackwell Contested
Histories series, this clear and accessible volume: Offers a balanced, non-polemic
approach to current academic discussions and political debates on the IsraelPalestine conflict Highlights eleven core arguments viewed by the author as
unwinnable Encourages readers to go beyond simply assigning blame in the
conflict Explores the major historiographical debates arising from the dispute
Includes updated references and additional maps Already a standard text for
courses on the history and politics of the Middle East, The Israel-Palestine
Conflict is an indispensable resource for students, scholars, and interested
general readers.
The Arab-Israeli Conflict Kirsten E. Schulze 2013-11-14 In this fully revised
new edition, Kirsten Schulze brings us to a new understanding of the causes,
course and consequences of the Arab-Israeli Conflict. Schulze analyses the
dynamics of the violence and explores the numerous attempts at resolving the
conflict. She assesses why, in the cases of Israel-Egypt in 1978 and IsraelJordan in 1994, negotiations succeeded in bringing about a lasting peace and why,
in the cases of Israel, and the Palestinians, Syria and Lebanon, they failed to do
so. Written in a clear and accessible style, this fully updated second edition: ·
Traces the origins of the conflict from their first intellectual roots in the 19th
century. · Examines the actions and aims of the competing nationalist movements
during the period of the British Mandate which led to the creation of the state of
Israel. · Outlines and analyses each of the Arab-Israeli conflicts from the

creation of the state of Israel in 1948 to the 2006 Lebanon war and the ongoing, second Palestinian uprising With a diverse collection of documents and a
Chronology, Glossary, Guide to Further Reading, and a Who’s Who summarizing
the careers and contributions of the main figures, this book is absolutely vital
to understanding the current Israeli-Palestinian violence, the intra-Palestinian
rift between Hamas and Fatah, and why the Arab-Israeli conflict has become the
centre of Muslim politics, both violent and non-violent, across the world.
The Arabs Eugene Rogan 2017-11-07 Named Best Book of the Year by the
Financial Times, the Economist and the Atlantic In this definitive history of the
modern Arab world, award-winning historian Eugene Rogan draws extensively on
five centuries of Arab sources to place the Arab experience in its crucial
historical context. In this updated and expanded edition, Rogan untangles the
latest geopolitical developments of the region to offer a groundbreaking and
comprehensive account of the Middle East. The Arabs is essential reading for
anyone seeking to understand the modern Arab world. "Deeply erudite and
distinctly humane."-Atlantic "An outstanding, gripping and exuberant narrative .
. . that explains much of what we need to know about the world today."-Simon
Sebag Montefiore, Financial Times
Jerusalem Simon Goldhill 2010-03-30 Jerusalem is the site of some of the most
famous religious monuments in the world, from the Dome of the Rock to the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre to the Western Wall of the Temple. Since the
nineteenth century, the city has been a premier tourist destination, not least
because of the countless religious pilgrims from the three Abrahamic faiths. But
Jerusalem is more than a tourist site—it is a city where every square mile is
layered with historical significance, religious intensity, and extraordinary
stories. It is a city rebuilt by each ruling Empire in its own way: the Jews, the
Romans, the Christians, the Muslims, and for the past sixty years, the modern
Israelis. What makes Jerusalem so unique is the heady mix, in one place, of
centuries of passion and scandal, kingdom-threatening wars and petty squabbles,
architectural magnificence and bizarre relics, spiritual longing and political
cruelty. It is a history marked by three great forces: religion, war, and
monumentality. In this book, Simon Goldhill takes on this peculiar archaeology
of human imagination, hope, and disaster to provide a tour through the history
of this most image-filled and ideology-laden city—from the bedrock of the Old
City to the towering roofs of the Holy Sepulchre. Along the way, we discover
through layers of buried and exposed memories—the long history, the forgotten
stories, and the lesser-known aspects of contemporary politics that continue
to make Jerusalem one of the most embattled cities in the world.
The View from Nebo Amy Dockser Marcus 2000 Examines new evidence about the
Biblical world to challenge existing notions about the Bible and its texts.
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Futile Diplomacy: Operation Alpha and the failure of Anglo-American coercive
diplomacy in the Arab-Israeli conflict, 1954-1956 Neil Caplan 1983 These four
volumes provide a careful and balanced behind-the-scenes account of the
intricate diplomatic activity of the period between 1913 and 1956. Exploiting a
range of available archive sources as well as extensive secondary sources, they
provide an authoritative analysis of the positions and strategies which the
principal parties and the would-be mediators adopted in the elusive search for a
stable peace. The text of each volume comprises both analytical-historical
chapters and a selection of primary documents from archival sources ...
Reclaiming Israel's History David Brog 2017-03-20 The Real History of Israel
and the Palestinians No history is so disputed as the history of Israel. Some see
Israel's creation as a dramatic act of justice for the Jewish people. Others insist
that it was a crime against Palestine's Arabs. Author David Brog untangles the
facts from the myths to reveal the truth about the Arab-Israeli conflict. In
Reclaiming Israel's History you'll learn how the Jewish people have maintained a
continual presence in the Land of Israel for over 3,000 years—despite centuries
of Roman, Byzantine, and Muslim persecution; how the Romans invented the word
"Palestine" as a way to sever the connection between the Jewish people and their
land (and how subsequent conquerors doubled down on this strategy); how
modern Jewish immigration to Palestine did not displace Arabs but instead sparked
an Arab population boom; and the largely untold story of how the leader of
Palestine's Arabs collaborated with the Nazis to murder Jews in Europe before
they could reach their ancestral homeland. You'll also learn why most of
Palestine's Arabs never identified themselves as "Palestinians" until after the
1967 War; the extraordinary lengths to which Israel's military goes to
protect Palestinian civilians (and the high price Israel's soldiers pay for this
morality), and how the Palestinians have on separate occasions rejected Israel's
offers of a Palestinian state in virtually all of the West Bank and Gaza. Brog
frankly admits to Israel's "sins both large and small," but notes that in any
fair-minded analysis these have been far out- weighed by Israel's commitment to
Western values, including freedom, democracy, and human rights. Honest,
provocative, and timely, especially given rising anti-Semitism and the aggressive
delegitimization of Israel, David Brog's Reclaiming Israel's History is the book for
every reader who wants to understand what is really happening in the Middle
East.
City of Oranges: An Intimate History of Arabs and Jews in Jaffa Adam LeBor
2011-08-29 A profoundly human take on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, seen
through the eyes of six families, three Arab and three Jewish. The millennia-old
port of Jaffa, now part of Tel Aviv, was once known as the "Bride of
Palestine," one of the truly cosmopolitan cities of the Mediterranean. There

Muslims, Jews, and Christians lived, worked, and celebrated together—and it
was commonplace for the Arabs of Jaffa to attend a wedding at the house of the
Jewish Chelouche family or for Jews and Arabs to both gather at the Jewish spice
shop Tiv and the Arab Khamis Abulafia's twenty-four-hour bakery. Through
intimate personal interviews and generations-old memoirs, letters, and diaries,
Adam LeBor gives us a crucial look at the human lives behind the headlines—and
a vivid narrative of cataclysmic change.
Israel Daniel Gordis 2016-10-18 Winner of the Jewish Book of the Year Award
The first comprehensive yet accessible history of the state of Israel from its
inception to present day, from Daniel Gordis, "one of the most respected Israel
analysts" (The Forward) living and writing in Jerusalem. Israel is a tiny state,
and yet it has captured the world’s attention, aroused its imagination, and
lately, been the object of its opprobrium. Why does such a small country speak
to so many global concerns? More pressingly: Why does Israel make the decisions
it does? And what lies in its future? We cannot answer these questions until we
understand Israel’s people and the questions and conflicts, the hopes and desires,
that have animated their conversations and actions. Though Israel’s history is
rife with conflict, these conflicts do not fully communicate the spirit of Israel
and its people: they give short shrift to the dream that gave birth to the state,
and to the vision for the Jewish people that was at its core. Guiding us through
the milestones of Israeli history, Gordis relays the drama of the Jewish people’s
story and the creation of the state. Clear-eyed and erudite, he illustrates how
Israel became a cultural, economic and military powerhouse—but also explains
where Israel made grave mistakes and traces the long history of Israel’s deepening
isolation. With Israel, public intellectual Daniel Gordis offers us a brief but
thorough account of the cultural, economic, and political history of this
complex nation, from its beginnings to the present. Accessible, levelheaded, and
rigorous, Israel sheds light on the Israel’s past so we can understand its future.
The result is a vivid portrait of a people, and a nation, reborn.
The Hundred Years' War on Palestine Rashid Khalidi 2020-01-28 A landmark
history of one hundred years of war waged against the Palestinians from the
foremost US historian of the Middle East, told through pivotal events and
family history In 1899, Yusuf Diya al-Khalidi, mayor of Jerusalem, alarmed by
the Zionist call to create a Jewish national home in Palestine, wrote a letter
aimed at Theodore Herzl: the country had an indigenous people who would not
easily accept their own displacement. He warned of the perils ahead, ending his
note, “in the name of God, let Palestine be left alone.” Thus Rashid Khalidi, alKhalidi’s great-great-nephew, begins this sweeping history, the first general
account of the conflict told from an explicitly Palestinian perspective. Drawing
on a wealth of untapped archival materials and the reports of generations of
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family members—mayors, judges, scholars, diplomats, and journalists—The
Hundred Years' War on Palestine upends accepted interpretations of the
conflict, which tend, at best, to describe a tragic clash between two peoples
with claims to the same territory. Instead, Khalidi traces a hundred years of
colonial war on the Palestinians, waged first by the Zionist movement and then
Israel, but backed by Britain and the United States, the great powers of the age.
He highlights the key episodes in this colonial campaign, from the 1917 Balfour
Declaration to the destruction of Palestine in 1948, from Israel’s 1982
invasion of Lebanon to the endless and futile peace process. Original,
authoritative, and important, The Hundred Years' War on Palestine is not a
chronicle of victimization, nor does it whitewash the mistakes of Palestinian
leaders or deny the emergence of national movements on both sides. In
reevaluating the forces arrayed against the Palestinians, it offers an
illuminating new view of a conflict that continues to this day.
The Oxford Handbook of Israeli Politics and Society Professor and Chair of
Political Science Reuven Y Hazan 2021-02-15 "Few countries receive as much
attention as Israel and are at the same time as misunderstood. The Oxford
Handbook of Israeli Politics and Society brings together leading Israeli and
international figures to offer the most wide-ranging treatment available of an
intriguing country. It serves as a comprehensive reference for the growing field of
Israel studies and is also a significant resource for students and scholars of
comparative politics, recognizing that in many ways Israel is not unique, but
rather a test case of democracy in deeply divided societies and states engaged in
intense conflict. The handbook presents an overview of the historical
development of Israeli democracy through chapters examining the country's
history, contemporary society, political institutions, international relations,
and most pressing political issues. It outlines the most relevant developments
over time while not shying away from the strife both in and around Israel. It
presents opposed narratives in full force, enabling readers to make their own
judgments"-Teaching the Arab-Israeli Conflict Rachel S. Harris 2019-04-22 Pedagogical
resource to help faculty prepare courses on the Arab-Israeli conflict in any
discipline.
Lion of Jordan Avi Shlaim 2008-09-09 The first major account of the life of an
extraordinary soldier and statesman, King Hussein of Jordan. Throughout his
long reign (1953—1999), Hussein remained a dominant figure in Middle Eastern
politics and a consistent proponent of peace with Israel. For over forty years he
walked a tightrope between Palestinians and Arab radicals on the one hand and
Israel on the other. Avi Shlaim reveals that Hussein initiated a secret dialogue
with Israel in 1963 and spent hundreds of hours in talks with countless Israeli

officials. Shlaim expertly reconstructs this dialogue from previously untapped
records and first-hand accounts, significantly rewriting the history of the
Middle East over the past fifty years and shedding light on the far-reaching
impact of Hussein’s leadership.
Land, Labor and the Origins of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict, 1882-1914
Gershon Shafir 1996-08-19 Gershon Shafir challenges the heroic myths about
the foundation of the State of Israel by investigating the struggle to control
land and labor during the early Zionist enterprise. He argues that it was not the
imported Zionist ideas that were responsible for the character of the Israeli
state, but the particular conditions of the local conflict between the European
"settlers" and the Palestinian Arab population.
Sephardi Entrepreneurs in Jerusalem Glass. Joseph B. 2007 Here is the fascinating
story of one of Jerusalem's founding families. The Valeros established the first
private bank in Israel. They owned considerable real estate in Jerusalem and its
environs, as well as properties throughout the country, many of which they
donated for the public's needs. Members of the elite Jerusalem Sephardic
community, which peaked in the beginning of the twentieth century, the Valeros
were extremely active in public life. The book also serves as a cultural study of
the life of a family from the higher echelons of Jerusalem in the nineteenth and the
first half of the twentieth centuries.
The Origins of Israel, 1882–1948 Eran Kaplan 2011-12-01 In 1880 the Jewish
community in Palestine encompassed some 20,000 Orthodox Jews; within sixtyfive years it was transformed into a secular proto-state with well-developed
political, military, and economic institutions, a vigorous Hebrew-language
culture, and some 600,000 inhabitants. The Origins of Israel, 1882–1948: A
Documentary History chronicles the making of modern Israel before statehood,
providing in English the texts of original sources (many translated from Hebrew
and other languages) accompanied by extensive introductions and commentaries
from the volume editors. This sourcebook assembles a diverse array of 62
documents, many of them unabridged, to convey the ferment, dissent, energy, and
anxiety that permeated the Zionist project from its inception to the creation of
the modern nation of Israel. Focusing primarily on social, economic, and cultural
history rather than Zionist thought and diplomacy, the texts are organized in
themed chapters. They present the views of Zionists from many political and
religious camps, factory workers, farm women, militants, intellectuals
promoting the Hebrew language and arts—as well as views of ultra-Orthodox
anti-Zionists. The volume includes important unabridged documents from the
origins of the Arab-Israeli conflict that are often cited but are rarely read in
full. The editors, Eran Kaplan and Derek J. Penslar, provide both primary texts
and informative notes and commentary, giving readers the opportunity to
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encounter voices from history and make judgments for themselves about matters
of world-historical significance. Best Special Interest Books, selected by the
Public Library Reviewers Best Books for General Audiences, selected by the
American Association of School Librarians
Arab-Jewish Literature Reuven Snir 2019-01-14 Arab-Jewish Literature: The
Birth and Demise of the Arabic Short Story offers an account of the
development of the art of the Arabic short story among the Arabized Jews during
the twentieth century. An anthology of sixteen translated stories are included
as an appendix to the book.
The Israel-Palestine Conflict James L. Gelvin 2021-03-11 The fourth edition of
this award-winning account of the conflict between Israel and Palestine for
students and general readers.
And Then All Hell Broke Loose Richard Engel 2016-02-09 A major New York
Times bestseller by NBC’s Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel—this
riveting story of the Middle East revolutions, the Arab Spring, war, and
terrorism seen close up “should be required reading” (Booklist, starred review). In
1997, young Richard Engel, working freelance for Arab news sources, got a
call that a busload of Italian tourists was massacred at a Cairo museum. This
is his first view of the carnage these years would pile on. Over two decades he
has been under fire, blown out of hotel beds, and taken hostage. He has watched
Mubarak and Morsi in Egypt arrested and condemned, reported from Jerusalem, been
through the Lebanese war, covered the shooting match in Iraq and the Libyan
rebels who toppled Gaddafi, reported from Syria as Al-Qaeda stepped in, and
was kidnapped in the Syrian cross currents of fighting. Engel takes the reader into
Afghanistan with the Taliban and to Iraq with ISIS. In the page-turning And Then
All Hell Broke Loose, he shares his “quick-paced...thrilling adventure story”
(Associated Press). Engel takes chances, though not reckless ones, keeps a level
head and a sense of humor, as well as a grasp of history in the making. Reporting
as NBC’s Chief-Foreign Correspondent, he reveals his unparalleled access to the
major figures, the gritty soldiers, and the helpless victims in the Middle East
during this watershed time. His vivid story is “a nerve-racking...and informative
portrait of a troubled region” (Kansas City Star) that shows the splintering of
the nation states previously cobbled together by the victors of World War I.
“Engel’s harrowing adventures make for gripping reading” (The New York Times)
and his unforgettable view of the suffering and despair of the local populations
offers a succinct and authoritative account of our ever-changing world.
The Rough Guide to Jerusalem Daniel Jacobs 2009-10-19 The Rough Guide to
Jerusalem is the essential guide to the Holy City, featuring informed accounts of
all the sights, including the Dome of the Rock, the Wailing Wall and the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre; up-to-the-minute reviews of the best accommodation,

caf s, restaurants and shops; and excursions to Bethelehem, Jericho and other
day trip destinations. New to this edition is a new city guide format with a
complete introduction with "25 things not to miss", 4-page insert on Jerusalem's
architectural treasures, and 8 pages of maps covering the Old City in detail.
The Rough Guide to Jerusalem also includes new coverage of Tel Aviv and
Nazareth as likely day trips.
"Not by Might, Nor by Power" Moshe Menuhin 2017-03-07 With a new
introduction by Adi Ophir: An early and fierce critique of Zionism from a Jewish
child of Palestine who argued against nationalism and injustice. Born in 1893,
Moshe Menuhin was part of the inaugural class to attend the first Zionist high
school in Palestine, the Herzliya gymnasium in Tel Aviv. He had grown up in a
Hasidic home, but eventually rejected orthodoxy while remaining dedicated to
Judaism. As a witness to the evolution of Israel, Menuhin grew disaffected with
what he saw as a betrayal of the Jews’ spiritual principles. This memoir, written
in 1965, is considered the first revisionist history of Zionism. A groundbreaking
document, it discusses the treatment of the Palestinians, the effects of the
Holocaust, the exploitation of the Mizrahi Jewish immigrants, and the use of
propaganda to win over public opinion in America and among American Jews. In a
postscript added after the Six-Day War, Menuhin also addresses the question of
occupation. This new edition is updated with an introduction by Israeli
philosopher Adi Ophir, putting Menuhin’s work into a contemporary historical
context. Passionate and sometimes inflammatory in its prose, and met with
controversy and anger upon its original publication under the title The
Decadence of Judaism in Our Time, Menuhin’s polemic remains both a thoughtprovoking reassessment of Zionist history and a fascinating look at one
observer’s experience of this embattled corner of the world over the course of
several tumultuous decades.
A History of Palestine Gudrun Kr mer 2011-02-22 It is impossible to
understand Palestine today without a careful reading of its distant and recent
past. But until now there has been no single volume in English that tells the
history of the events--from the Ottoman Empire to the mid-twentieth century-that shaped modern Palestine. The first book of its kind, A History of Palestine
offers a richly detailed interpretation of this critical region's evolution.
Starting with the prebiblical and biblical roots of Palestine, noted historian
Gudrun Kr mer examines the meanings ascribed to the land in the Jewish, Christian,
and Muslim traditions. Paying special attention to social and economic factors,
she examines the gradual transformation of Palestine, following the history of
the region through the Egyptian occupation of the mid-nineteenth century, the
Ottoman reform era, and the British Mandate up to the founding of Israel in
1948. Focusing on the interactions of Arabs and Jews, A History of Palestine
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tells how these connections affected the cultural and political evolution of
each community and Palestine as a whole.
Jerusalem 1913 Amy Dockser Marcus 2008-03-25 A Pulitzer Prize-winning
reporter examines the true history of the discord between Israel and Palestine
with surprising results Though the origins of the Arab-Israeli conflict have
traditionally been traced to the British Mandate (1920-1948) that ended with
the creation of the Israeli state, a new generation of scholars has taken the
investigation further back, to the Ottoman period. The first popular account of
this key era, Jerusalem 1913 shows us a cosmopolitan city whose religious
tolerance crumbled before the onset of Z ionism and its corresponding nationalism
on both sides-a conflict that could have been resolved were it not for the onset
of World War I. With extraordinary skill, Amy Dockser Marcus rewrites the
story of one of the world's most indelible divides.
Peace in the Making Menachem Begin 2011 Read the actual letters Egyptian
President Anwar El-Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin exchanged
with each other as they weighed the future of their two peoples, from their first
meeting in 1977 until the assassination of El-Sadat in 1981.
Under Jerusalem Andrew Lawler 2021-11-02 A spellbinding history of the hidden
world below the Holy City—a saga of biblical treasures, intrepid explorers,
and political upheaval “A sweeping tale of archaeological exploits and their
cultural and political consequences told with a historian’s penchant for detail
and a journalist’s flair for narration.” —Washington Post In 1863, a French
senator arrived in Jerusalem hoping to unearth relics dating to biblical times.
Digging deep underground, he discovered an ancient grave that, he claimed,
belonged to an Old Testament queen. News of his find ricocheted around the
world, evoking awe and envy alike, and inspiring others to explore Jerusalem’s
storied past. In the century and a half since the Frenchman broke ground,
Jerusalem has drawn a global cast of fortune seekers and missionaries,
archaeologists and zealots, all of them eager to extract the biblical past from
beneath the city’s streets and shrines. Their efforts have had profound effects,
not only on our understanding of Jerusalem’s history, but on its hotly disputed
present. The quest to retrieve ancient Jewish heritage has sparked bloody riots
and thwarted international peace agreements. It has served as a cudgel, a way
to stake a claim to the most contested city on the planet. Today, the earth
below Jerusalem remains a battleground in the struggle to control the city
above. Under Jerusalem takes readers into the tombs, tunnels, and trenches of the
Holy City. It brings to life the indelible characters who have investigated this
subterranean landscape. With clarity and verve, acclaimed journalist Andrew
Lawler reveals how their pursuit has not only defined the conflict over modern
Jerusalem, but could provide a map for two peoples and three faiths to

peacefully coexist.
Politics and Government in Israel Gregory S. Mahler 2016-03-03 This balanced
and comprehensive text explores Israeli government and politics, tracing the
history of the state, and the social, religious, economic, and military
environments of Israeli politics. Gregory Mahler’s concise book provides an
invaluable start for readers needing an introduction to Israel today.
Defining Neighbors Jonathan Marc Gribetz 2016-10-11 How religion and
race—not nationalism—shaped early encounters between Zionists and Arabs in
Palestine As the Israeli-Palestinian conflict persists, aspiring peacemakers
continue to search for the precise territorial dividing line that will satisfy both
Israeli and Palestinian nationalist demands. The prevailing view assumes that
this struggle is nothing more than a dispute over real estate. Defining Neighbors
boldly challenges this view, shedding new light on how Zionists and Arabs
understood each other in the earliest years of Zionist settlement in Palestine and
suggesting that the current singular focus on boundaries misses key elements of
the conflict. Drawing on archival documents as well as newspapers and other
print media from the final decades of Ottoman rule, Jonathan Gribetz argues that
Zionists and Arabs in pre–World War I Palestine and the broader Middle East did
not think of one another or interpret each other's actions primarily in terms of
territory or nationalism. Rather, they tended to view their neighbors in religious
terms—as Jews, Christians, or Muslims—or as members of "scientifically" defined
races—Jewish, Arab, Semitic, or otherwise. Gribetz shows how these communities
perceived one another, not as strangers vying for possession of a land that each
regarded as exclusively their own, but rather as deeply familiar, if at times
mythologized or distorted, others. Overturning conventional wisdom about the
origins of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Gribetz demonstrates how the
seemingly intractable nationalist contest in Israel and Palestine was, at its
start, conceived of in very different terms. Courageous and deeply compelling,
Defining Neighbors is a landmark book that fundamentally recasts our
understanding of the modern Jewish-Arab encounter and of the Middle East
conflict today.
Historical Dictionary of the Arab-Israeli Conflict P R Kumaraswamy
2015-10-08 This second edition of Historical Dictionary of the Arab-Israeli
Conflict covers the history through a chronology, an introductory essay,
appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600
cross-referenced entries important events, key personalities, official positions of
principal states and the UN and other efforts to find a peaceful settlement.. This
book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting
to know more about this conflict.
Bordered Cities and Divided Societies Scott A. Bollens 2021-03-18 Bordered
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Cities and Divided Societies is a provocative, moving, and poetic encounter with
the hearts and minds of individuals living in nine cities of conflict, violence, and
healing—Jerusalem, Belfast, Johannesburg, Nicosia, Sarajevo, Mostar,
Barcelona, Bilbao, and Beirut. Based on research spanning 25 years, including
360 interviews and over two and a half years of in-country field research, this
innovative work employs a series of concise reflective narrative essays, grouped
into four thematic sections, to provide a humanistic, “on-the-ground”
understanding of divided cities, conflict, and peacemaking. Incorporating both
scholarly analyses based on empirical research and introspective essays,
Bollens digs underneath grand narratives of conflict to illuminate the
complexities and paradoxes of living amid nationalistic political strife and the
challenges of planning and policymaking in divided societies. Richly illustrated,
the book includes informative synopses about the cities that provide access for
general readers while extensive connections to recent literature enhance the
book’s research value to scholars.
The Israel-Palestine Conflict James L. Gelvin 2007-10-02 The conflict between
Israelis and their forebears, on the one hand, and Palestinians and theirs, on the
other, has lasted more than a century and generated more than its share of
commentaries and histories. James L. Gelvin's account of that conflict offers a

compelling, clear-cut, and up to date introduction for students and general
readers. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, when the inhabitants of Ottoman
Palestine and the Jews of eastern Europe began to conceive of themselves as
members of national communities, the book traces the evolution and interaction
of these communities from their first encounters in Palestine through to the
present, exploring the external pressures and internal logic that has propelled
their conflict. The book, which places events in Palestine within the framework of
global history, skillfully interweaves biographical sketches, eyewitness
accounts, poetry, fiction and official documentation into its narrative, and
includes photographs, maps and an abundance of supplementary material. Now in
a revised edition, Gelvin's award-winning book takes the reader through the
2006 Summer War and its aftermath.
From Time Immemorial Joan Peters 1985 This book is a study of the basic reasons
for the Arab-Jewish feud and supports the author's thesis that the displacement
of hundreds of thousands of Arabs who had lived in what became Israel in 1948
is not the reason for the conflict which has now been going on for years.
Breaking the Silence 2012-09-18 Hundreds of Israeli soldiers
speak out about the Palestinian occupation, revealing that their presence is not
merely for defense, but also to accelerate the acquisition of Palestinian land
and work against an independent Palestinian nation.

Our Harsh Logic
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